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Address SILIKEN SA / SILIKEN Deutschland GmbH 
Pankstr. 8-10 
13127 Berlin

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
SILIKEN SA is a group of dynamic and flexible enterprises, which are involved in the production of renewable energy. True to the motto “harnessing
the sun“ daily, innovative ideas and processes are converted into reality by our 750 co-workers. This already has been going on for almost a decade.
SILIKEN is an award-winning leader in naturally replenished energy solutions. It provides the entire value-added chain for its customers to ensure best
quality. From the enrichment of silicon, up to the final installation, the customer can count on SILIKEN. SILIKEN has extensive vertical integration by
manufacturing its own electronics-grade silicon, inverters, production equipment and photovoltaic solar panel modules. Besides, other renewable
energy sources are a component of SILIKEN too, and we constantly work on the diversification of our activities. Customer proximity is our priority and
as a consequence of this politics SILIKEN is having an international expansion. Now we arrived in Germany. Be our guest. SILIKEN - Harnessing the
Sun
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